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Income Tax is Unconstitutional

In 1861, President Lincoln needed money to fight the Civil War and applied the first ever

income tax in America. When the war was over, the tax was lifted. Lincoln couldn’t keep the

income tax in place because the constitution says that a tax on wages is illegal.

Say what? Why do we have an income tax then?

Long story short, Congress really liked the extra money. Following the Civil War, they spent

decades trying to reinstate it but the Supreme Court ruled it unconstitutional every time. So

finally, in 1913, Congress used its power to get what it wanted and passed the 16th

Amendment:

Lawsuits were filed all over the country. A man named Irwin Schiff, born in 1928, used the

following arguments to make his case:

The constitutional’s taxing clauses do not authorize an income tax

The IRS tax code says income is reporting voluntarily, not by law

The U.S. Tax Court is a branch of the IRS and not an actual court

The word “income” is described as profits, and wages in exchange for time is not profit

Despite Schiff’s arguments, the government sent him to jail for the rest of his life.

IRS Agents Confirm the Income Tax is Unconstitutional

https://dprgrm.co/income-tax-is-unconstitutional/
https://www.crf-usa.org/bill-of-rights-in-action/bria-11-3-b-the-income-tax-amendment-most-thought-it-was-a-great-idea-in-1913.html#:~:text=Barely%20a%20year%20after%20it,the%20population%20of%20each%20state.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Irwin_Schiff
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Fast forward to 2006 when a film director named Aaron Russo (known for Trading Places

with Eddie Murphy) released a documentary called America: Freedom to Fascism. He

interviewed dozens of former IRS agents and they all said the income tax is illegal and the

American government is illegally enforcing it.

Joe Banister

Joe worked for the Criminal Investigation Division and

his job was to investigate Americans suspected of not

paying taxes. In the 90’s, he heard a radio host

challenge the audience to prove the income tax was

legal. Joe accepted the challenge and ended up

spending two years reading the tax code. He could not

prove the income tax was legal.

Joe was stumped so he sent a memo to his boss asking

the following questions:

Why does the IRS code define income as gains

derived from capital? This indicates that wages earned in exchange for time are not

subject to income tax.

The code says that only Americans liable for income tax are required to file a tax return.

Using the definition of income, most Americans are not liable to file.

The Criminal Investigation Department, where I work, has a “legal function to

investigate non-resident aliens, Americans receiving foreign income, and Americans

working abroad.” Why am I assigned to investigate Americans in the country earning

U.S. dollars?

Within weeks of asking these questions, Joe was fired and and indicted on false charges.

Sherry Peel Jackson

Sherry worked at the IRS for seven years. After leaving

the agency, she saw an ad in the paper that offered

$50,000 to anyone who could prove the income tax

was legal. She figured this would be easy money. After

years of research, however, Sherry realized the income

tax was illegal and was being illegally enforced.

She stopped filing a tax return, went public with her

findings and was sentenced to 3 years in jail.

Larken Rose

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uNNeVu8wUak
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joe_Banister
https://www.givemeliberty.org/ads/10-17wet.pdf
https://www.justice.gov/archive/tax/txdv08812.htm
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Joe Banister’s memo said the legal function of his department was to investigate foreigners

but his assignments were Americans on American soil. A

guy named Larken Rose found in Section 861 of the IRS

code that the only types of income legally subject to

income tax are:

foreign income received by U.S. citizens

income earned by foreign corporations

In other words, the IRS was using Joe Banister’s

department to investigate Americans who were not

breaking the law. Larken reported his findings, got into a

battle with the Feds, and spent 15 months in jail.

Where Does Income Tax Money Go?

Congress has two budgets: Mandatory and Discretionary. The Mandatory budget covers

known future costs. For example, the 2019 Mandatory budget was $2.7 trillion and most of

that went to Social Security and Medicare. The Discretionary budget is what Congress votes

to spend the money on each year. Here is the 2019 Discretionary budget: 

Since most of the Discretionary budget goes to the military, let’s look at that budget: 

https://www.larkenrose.com/pdf/TaxableIncome2007.pdf
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In other words, a massive percentage of what Congress collects in taxes goes to the Pentagon.

Why would the Pentagon need $700 billion?

Income Tax is Funneled to Pentagon

In 2018, for the first time ever, Congress requested an audit of the Pentagon (founded in

1943). Before this time, no one in Congress knew how the Pentagon spent its money. Despite

the request, the Pentagon refused to disclose any information and no one has followed up.

When this scandal made news, Congresswoman Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez tweeted the

following:

Putting AOC’s politics aside, she makes a good point. The Pentagon can’t account for $21

trillion worth of transactions. Where else could this money have gone?

https://www.thenation.com/article/archive/pentagon-audit-budget-fraud/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-01-22/pentagon-racks-up-35-trillion-in-accounting-changes-in-one-year
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The Income Tax is Unconstitutional

As you can see, this article isn’t just about the income tax. The bigger question is one of

money management. The IRS manages to collect taxes on everything in America, and yet

Congress never has enough to improve the lives of the citizens?

Citizens Against Government Waste lists all the ways the government burns our money.

Perhaps instead of raising taxes, Congress could analyze how it spends its current budget?

This is not Republican vs. Democrat, this is We the People vs. Government. If politicians

can’t account for trillions of dollars that go to the Pentagon, what is their excuse to let a

single American suffer? 

 

 

https://www.cagw.org/

